Power of Integration
Maschine Learning Lab - explore your own data

Maschine Learning Lab - explore your own data
The answer is (already) in your data: Gain new insights based on your existing
We know from more than 500 Integration projects: access to the right data at the right moment can be worth gold
Making enterprise data accessible, no matter where it is asked for, is our core business. With the new capabilities of
the Microsoft KI platform, we can now continue to accompany our customers in today's competitive environment.

AI seamlessly integrated with QUIBIQ
With machine learning, you can generate valuable insights fully automatically
and in real time from your data - we unite in a unique way all necessary
competences:
Machine learning solutions on one of the most powerful AI platforms
With Azure ML, Microsoft provides the powerful tool for our data scientists to
generate business insights from your data
We give your ML project access to all relevant data
Whether it is existing or newly developed, in progress or dormant in
applications or devices - we also bring with us the competence to acquire,
link up this data, prepare it for further processing and provide it as needed
Seamless integration into your processes
Not only do you know why something happens, but you can also 'make' the
right thing out of it - insights gained can always be translated directly into
business success, even if the relevant processes in the respective systems can
be triggered as well. We know how and 'like' doing the same for you!

Book your entry into seamlessly integrated AI now
Free briefing on the possibilities with the Microsoft ML
Platform
3 days ML hands-on-lab. You give us your data, we give you
back the answers we found in it.
Get in contact with uns by ml(at)quibiq.de

